Astronomy Educator Workshop Agenda
9:00am - 11:00am, 26 January 2022

This Journey workshop will provide our Astronomy Educators (AE) with insight into our 18 year partnership with the Department of Education (DOE) and our local community. We will focus on the live virtual classroom presentations and career panels that will take place during Journey Week.

9:05 - 9:15 (10 min) Janice Harvey, Journey Team Leader, will give an overview of Journey for the past 18 years and introduce the Journey team.

9:15 - 9:30 (15 min) Hilo-Waiakea Complex Area Superintendent, Esther Kanehailua will speak about Journey’s partnership over the past 18 years and looking forward to the future.

9:30 - 9:40 (10 min) Leinani Lozi will cover the format of this year’s program, new features and events.

9:40 - 10:40 (60 min) AEs from previous years will discuss their classroom and career panel presentations alongside their methods and rationale.

10:40 - 11:00 (20 min) Closing remarks. Q&A.

Mahalo for joining us on our Journey Through the Universe!